“Why are letters of recommendation so important?”

First, letters of recommendation shed light on who you are as a person – most selection committees want to know something about your character from someone who knows you well. Second, university professors travel a lot and are tied into an international network of experts in their field. They know many of the faculty at other institutions, at least by reputation. One strong letter of support by a respected faculty member can do a tremendous amount of good for your application. With such a letter, you increase your chances of getting into your program or institution of choice – even if you do not have a perfect GPA.

“Whom should I ask to write me a letter?”

Professors or supervisors with whom you have worked closely in an academic setting, and who know you well, such as:

- Professors who have had you in class, for whom you have done a project, or with whom you have done research.
- Your academic advisor.
- Supervisors from internships related to your academic work.

Letters from these individuals are most effective because they come from people who have known you in an academic setting and whose academic standards are well established. But, you ask, what if I am a freshman or have never done internships/summer research? Choose a mentor, supervisor, or professor with whom you have had contact who can speak to your character and work ethic (remember to avoid relatives or family friends). See tips below on building relationships with professors or academic advisors.

If you have an undergraduate research project that is supervised by a graduate student, make sure that any letters of recommendation submitted on your behalf are composed and signed by your faculty advisor, not the graduate student. And lastly, if you have not been in recent contact, consider: are they really your best reference?

If they say yes, then make it as easy as possible for them to write you a strong letter:

- **Give letter writers plenty of time!** Once you have identified your recommenders, be sure to let them know several months ahead of time, so they won’t be surprised when you show up at their door seeking a letter of recommendation. Letter writers have other responsibilities and deadlines – give them enough time to do a good job for you.

- **Summarize what you are applying for.** Provide a full list of all the positions/programs you are seeking letters for, along with addresses and clear submission deadlines for each letter. First,
a list makes clear the scope of what you are asking. It enables letter writers to plan, and they may prefer to send out all letters at once, rather than one at a time. Second, letter writers need to be able to tailor each letter to the individual opportunities you are applying to. Include in the list a brief description of each position/program to which you are applying. Provide a URL or flyer if appropriate.

- **Help define your particular strengths.** Prepare a packet of information for each of your recommenders. Include a draft of your statement of purpose, a list of courses you took with that professor and the grades you received, and your academic resume. Use PDFs, not Word (.doc) files. Your resume should list the schools you have attended, courses you have taken, any research work you have done or related employment you have held, and a list of any honors you have received. These materials provide the raw materials that can help shape a great letter – but don't stop there! Specific examples and anecdotes are much more powerful than generic praise. So, remind recommenders of particular accomplishments or skills you'd like the letter to mention. Remind them of interactions you've had or experiences that may illustrate the qualities you'd like them to bring out in the letter. Remind them of any specific details that might be more appropriate for a letter of recommendation than in your personal statement or essays. Draw their attention to particular items on your resume or transcript that they might be able to speak to.

- **Make the logistics easy.** If electronic submission is available, let references know that up front! If the letters are to be mailed, provide a filled-out recommendation form, a pre-addressed, stamped envelope, and any other necessary materials. Some writers will prefer to use the letterhead envelopes and posted provided by their University; others may appreciate the stamped envelope. It may also be possible to arrange to pick up your sealed letter directly from recommenders and then deliver it yourself; but some recommenders prefer to send letters directly to the selection committee. Ask what their preference is.

- **Waive your right to view the letters of recommendation.** It’s traditional for letters to be sent directly to the entity evaluating the application; when that isn’t the case, the letter or evaluation will be sealed before being given to you. Don’t be paranoid about this; it is completely standard.

- **Follow up to make sure the letters are sent and received.** Email your references a week before the deadline. If you don’t get a response saying they’ve sent it, follow up again. A simple email can do it kindly and politely:

  “Hi Professor Smith, I just wanted to remind you that the letter of recommendation to UC Berkeley’s Undergraduate Research Program is due next Friday. The letter can be sent electronically as a PDF to reu@ucberkeley.edu. Thanks!”

  Contact the admissions office receiving the letters to confirm that the letters arrived.

- **Lastly, say thank you.** After you have completed the application process and have heard back on your acceptance, share the outcome with your recommenders. They care about you and will want to celebrate in your success! Or, if your application wasn’t successful this time, they will be able to help you plan for the next round.
“What if I am not applying right away?”

If you have built a strong academic relationship with a professor, supervisor or mentor, and you know that person would be able to write a strong letter of recommendation, you can always ask them to write you a letter now. They can keep the letter on file themselves; or some campus career advising centers offer the service of keeping letters of recommendation on file. Then, when the time comes, most of the hard work will have been done, and recommenders can easily re-work the letter to bring it up to date or make it specific to the current opportunity for which you are applying. Make an effort to stay in touch with your recommenders by email, so that they can write you an up-to-date letter of recommendation when the time comes! There is great value to maintaining relationships with your supporters.

“What if I Don’t Know Any Professors Very Well?”

Unfortunately, undergraduate classes at many institutions tend to be large, and many professors do not get to know all of their students well. So what should you do? Plan ahead. Plan on creating one-on-one academic relationships where someone can get to know you and your work well.

If you particularly enjoy one of your courses, or if you know you are doing particularly well in a course, be sure the professor knows you. Attend office hours, even if you do not need help. Demonstrate your enthusiasm by inquiring about research opportunities. Tell your professor about your summer research or graduate school ambitions. Be involved in opportunities that your professor is hosting outside of class, such as brown-bag lunches or evening speaker seminars.

A few final words: Just remember, many students before you have felt intimidated about asking for letters of recommendation, and they are now in graduate school! Some of them are even faculty members. Chances are that if you are considering applying to a summer research opportunity or to graduate school, you are exactly the type of student a professor would be proud to recommend.